The workshop ends around noon on Saturday 6/29. If your flight leaves around 2 pm or earlier, you may want to take a bus to the airport right then and have lunch at the airport. It is a good idea to be at the airport about an hour and a half before your departure.

The map below shows how you can walk to either of the closest bus stops near the Innovation/Discovery Hall (the location of the workshop). The walking time is 3-5 minutes to either of them. The times of the Outbound bus stop at the Medical Center entrance are posted here. The times at the Colchester Ave stop are 1-2 minutes before it. The bus usually runs on time but may be late by ~5 minutes.

If your flight leaves the Burlington Airport after 2:30 pm or so, you may decide to go and have lunch downtown, come back to the Innovation/Discovery Hall to pick up your bag (which will stay in a locked room there) and then take the bus to the airport.

The Innovation/Discovery Hall may be locked on Saturday. If that is the case, please call UVM Campus Police (802) 656-3473, identify yourself as a participant of the Math In Industry workshop, give them your name, and ask them to let you into the Discovery Hall (this is the entrance closer to downtown and the Waterman building). I sent the UVM Police a list of names of those campers who indicated their departure time to be after 2:30 pm and those non-campers who responded to my inquiry on 6/18 about their departure time. If you experience any difficulty, please call me (802) 338-7643 or email at tlakoba@uvm.edu.